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Smart Grid
A smart grid is the integration of information and communications technology into electric
transmission and distribution networks. Today, the electricity supply industry is wrestling with an
unprecedented array of challenges, ranging from a supply-demand gap to rising costs. These and
other forces are driving the need to reinvent the business. That, in turn, is driving the need for a
smart grid.

1. Smart Grid Drivers
The drivers for change are both external to the network, like preparing for a low-carbon future
by reducing greenhouse gas, as well as internal, like the need for replacement of an ageing
infrastructure.
Fig: Smart Grid Drivers

Increase In Electricity Demand & Supply Shortfall
•India's increasing electricity demand especially during peak hours continues to outpace India’s power supply. So,
Managing growth and ensuring supply is a major driver

Loss Reduction
•In India AT&C losses are around 32% of installed generating capacity, Smart grid can make a substantial contribution
in reducing these losses.

Increase In Unit Cost Of Electricity
•With the increase in unit cost of electricity, there is a need for utilities to replace and renew aging transmission and
distribution infrastructure with a pressure of using the assets wisely.

Managing Human Element
•Human errors and deliberate errors can be lowered by using smart instruments like smart meters.

Reliability
•Smart grid can improve outage management performance by responding faster to repair equipment before it fails
unexpectedly.

Efficiency
•The smart grid can improve load factors and reduce system losses.

Renewable Energy Integration
•In order to integrate renewable energy projects into the grid.

Grid improvement
•Electricity demand in India is growing much faster than the transmission system, making the transmission system in
tremendous strain. The smart grid will improve the grid’s resilience and robustness.

Technological advances
•The advances in computing and telecommunications during the last half century have affected almost every facet of
life. One reason the smart grid is taken seriously is because advanced computing and telecommunications have
made it possible.

2. Smart Grid Technologies
The many smart grid technology areas – each consisting of sets of individual technologies – span the
entire grid, from generation through transmission and distribution to various types of electricity
consumers. Some of the technologies are actively being deployed and are considered mature in both
their development and application, while others require further development and demonstration.
Fig: Overview of Smart Grid Technology
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Source: Report on Technology Roadmap for Smart Grids by International Energy Agency

3. Key Characteristics of Smart Grid
Smart grid might be defined by its capabilities and operational characteristics rather than by the
use of any particular technology. Deployment of smart grid technologies will occur over a long
period of time, adding successive layers of functionality and capability onto existing equipment
and systems. Technology is the key consideration to build smart grids and it can be defined by
broader characteristics.
Fig: Key Characteristics of Smart Grid

Self-healing and resilient:

•Smart grid system performs real time self-assessment to detect, analyse and respond to subnormal grid
conditions.
Asset optimization and operational efficiency
•A smart grid will enable better asset utilization from generation to the consumer end points.
Enable demand response
•Extending the smart grid within the home, consumer appliances and devices can be controlled remotely,
allowing for demand response.
Integration of advanced and low-carbon technologies
•A smart grid will exhibit “plug and play” scalable and interoperable capabilities. It permits a higher
transmission and distribution system penetration of renewable generation, distributed generation and
energy storage.
Improved Power quality
•A smart grid will have high quality of power and reduces the occurrence of distortions of power supply.
Market empowerment
•A smart grid will provide greater transparency and availability of energy market information. It will
enable more efficient, automated management of market parameters.
Customer inclusion
•A smart grid involves consumers by engaging them as active participants in the electricity market.
Clean & Green
•The energy conservation and improvements in end-use efficiency enabled by the smart grid reduce half
of the emissions.

4. Smart Grid and Integration of Renewable Energy Sources
Renewable-energy resources vary widely in type and scalability. They include biomass, waste,
geothermal, hydro, solar, and wind. Renewable-energy resources can be used for standalone or
islanded (system isolated) power generation, but their benefits are greatly enhanced when they are
integrated into broader electric power grids. With greater use of smart grid technologies, higher
degrees and rates of penetration can be accommodated. Each resource is different from the grid’s
perspective and some are easier to integrate than others. Variable generation, provided by many
renewable-energy sources, can be a challenge to electric system operations, but when used in
conjunction with smart grid approaches, responsive distributed generation also can be a benefit to
system operations if coordinated to relieve stress in the system.
Key characteristics of renewable resources that impact their integration into power grids are their
size (generation capacity as compared to other sources of power generation on a system), their
location (both geographically and with respect to network topology), and their variability (minuteby-minute, daily, seasonally, and intermittently).
Smart grid technology can control renewable resources to effect changes in the grid’s operating
conditions and can provide additional benefits as distributed generation assets or when installed at
the transmission level. Small, electricity-generating systems located at or near the place where the
energy is used and connected at the distribution level are referred to as distributed generation.
Residential-scale wind and solar energy projects are examples of distributed generation. Distributed
generation assets can support weak grids, adding grid voltage and improving power quality. Having
generation close to load can reduce transmission losses and infrastructure costs and can support the
operation of local islands of electricity to reduce impacts of wide scale black-outs.
Smart grid technologies and concepts can significantly reduce barriers to the integration of
renewable resources and allow power grids to support a greater percentage of variable renewable
resources. Enabling smart grid technology, such as distributed storage, demand response, advanced
sensing, control software, information infrastructure, and market signals, increases the ability to
influence and balance supply and demand. With smart grid technology, grid operators can better
coordinate and control the system in response to grid conditions, thus allowing integration of
increasingly greater levels of renewable resources more effectively and at lower cost.

4.1 Case Study: Asia Solar Energy Initiative Example
In May 2010, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) announced its Asia Solar Energy Initiative (ASEI) to
generate 3,000 MW of solar power over the coming three years in Asia and the Pacific region
(ADB2010). The initiative is encouraging the development of the associated transmission and
distribution systems with smart meters and storage batteries to support the integration of largescale solar PV and concentrated solar thermal projects, urban solar PV, and off-grid solar PV and
battery projects. Before the ASEI was started, the region had less than 500 MW of installed solar
capacity. The capacity is expected to reach 1,000 MW by the end of 2011 before the final goal of
3,000 MW is achieved in May 2013, three years from the launch of the initiative (Eco-Business 2010).

5. Steps to performing a smart grid cost/benefit analysis
Smart grid initiatives are taking place all over the world that are utilizing advanced technologies in
order to optimize the performance of the power system to the benefit of consumers and society at
large, as well as utilities.
Step 1: Define the research problem
The first step in the cost/benefit analysis process is to define the research problem or opportunity
that prompted the project. This statement will define the project goals and objectives and specify
what needs to be measured for their achievement.
Step 2: Identify technology to be deployed
Identifying the functions needed, inform the selection of technologies that can be deployed to
provide those functions.
Step 3: Develop a research plan and measurement and verification protocols
Developing a detailed research plan is the pivotal step in the process. The research plan should
incorporate the following
Establish the baseline – What would have resulted, if the experimental treatment had not been
applied?
Specify the experimental design – How will the technology be operated to isolate its impact from
other influences? How will its performance be measured? What other factors might affect
performance or need to be tracked?
Measurement and verification protocols – Identify performance metrics for both the baseline and
the experimental treatment.
Step 4: Measure project benefits and costs
The steps involve calculating project impacts by beneficiary group, converting physical impacts to
monetary values, and identifying functions that create benefits for multiple stakeholders. It is
important to ensure that all benefits are properly accounted for, and to avoid double counting
benefits when calculating total benefits across all groups.
Step 5: Perform a cost/benefit analysis and communicate results
Ultimately, great value can be extracted from the demonstrations by aggregating the results to
understand the system-wide costs and benefits of smart grids around the world. Communicating
results to all beneficiaries will also facilitate wide-scale understanding of smart grid technology.
To maximize learning opportunities from smart grid demonstration projects, the cost/benefit
analysis should ensure:




Transferability of results - Projects, individually as well as part of a larger portfolio, should
produce results that can be extrapolated to other technical and market circumstances.
Advancing the understanding of where, how, and why smart grid technologies perform as
they do.
Smart grid technologies are deployed in a manner that maximizes benefits to consumers,
utilities, and society.

5.1 Cost Analysis
The typical costs associated with the smart grid are categorized according to the elements and
functions they provide. The major cost items are:









Cost of project design and feasibility studies
Cost of program management
Cost of setting up infrastructure to enable two-way communications between the consumer
and the utility; this will include the costs of the communications medium (e.g., fiber optic,
PLC), installing sensors, monitoring equipment, and software, and an online tracking
mechanism
Cost of purchasing and installing the smart meters
Costs for in-home devices and customer information systems
Training and development of key staff.

It is difficult to provide a more specific sense of costs because most of the utilities in the US and
Europe are still in the initial stages of implementing smart metering, so the actual costs of
deployment are not available. However, from the estimated cost proposals submitted by various US
utilities (such as PG&E and Allegheny Power), the total capital invested tends to vary from $250 to
$600 per meter installed. It is notable that the range provided by utilities is wide and hence
estimating a reasonable cost based on this range is not prudent.
Some key variables that can have a major impact on costs are also worth noting:




Size of the project, which is determined by the number of transmission and distribution lines
in the grid, and number of buildings to be covered
Strength and compatibility of the existing infrastructure, if the project is not a green field
project
Ability to forecast the schedule of generation for that area.

6. Indian Government Initiatives toward a Smart Grid
6.1

India Smart Grid Task Force (ISGTF)

The Government of India formed the India Smart Grid Task Force in 2010 as an inter-ministerial
group and will serve as the government focal point. It is a body composed of officials from different
government departments and is primarily meant for understanding and advocating policies in smart
grid technologies.
Major functions of the ISGTF are:
a. Ensure awareness, coordination, and integration of diverse activities related to
smart grid technologies
b. Promote practices and services for R&D of smart grids
c. Coordinate and integrate other relevant intergovernmental activities
d. Collaborate on an interoperability framework
e. Review and validate recommendations from the India Smart Grid Forum.

6.2

India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF)

The Government of India also formulated the India Smart Grid Forum in 2010 as a non-profit,
voluntary consortium of public and private stakeholders with the prime objective of accelerating
development of smart grid technologies in the Indian power sector. The ISGF has roles and
responsibilities complementary to the ISGTF.
The goal of the Forum is to help the Indian power sector to deploy Smart Grid technologies in an
efficient, cost-effective, innovative and scalable manner by bringing together all the key
stakeholders and enabling technologies.

The India Smart Grid Forum will coordinate and cooperate with relevant global and Indian bodies to
leverage global experience and standards where ever available or helpful, and will highlight any gaps
in the same from an Indian perspective.
Fig: Information flow and hierarchy diagram of the ISGTF and the ISGF
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Source: Desi Smart Grid, 2012, India Smart Grid Forum and India Smart Grid Task Force

6.3

Distribution Reform, Upgrades, and Management (DRUM)

The Ministry of Power, Government of India, and the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID)–India jointly designed the Distribution Reform, Upgrades and Management (DRUM) Project
with the purpose of demonstrating “the best commercial and technological practices that improve
the quality and reliability of 'last mile' power distribution in selected urban and rural distribution
circles in the country.” The project is in synch with the Indian Government's policy on power sector
reforms, the Electricity Act of 2003, and the Re-Structured Accelerated Power Development and
Reforms Program (R-APDRP) scheme.
The overall programmatic goal of the DRUM Project is to demonstrate commercially viable electricity
distribution systems that provide reliable power of sufficient quality to consumers and to establish a
commercial framework and a replicable methodology adopted by India’s financial institutions for
providing non-recourse financing of DRUM activities and programs.

6.4

Re-Structured Accelerated Power Development and Reforms
Program (R-APDRP)

Ministry of Power, Govt. of India, as a part of Reforms in the Power Sector, has launched the RAPDRP in the XI Five year Plan. The focus of the program is on the actual demonstrable performance
in terms of AT&C loss reduction, establishment of the reliable and automated sustainable
systems for collection of base line data, adoption of information technology in the areas of
electricity accounting, Consumer care and strengthening of Distribution network of State Power
Utilities.
Projects under the scheme shall be taken up in two parts. Part-A shall include the projects for
establishment of baseline data and IT applications for energy accounting/auditing & IT based
consumer service centres. Part-B shall include regular distribution strengthening projects.

7. Smart Gird Initiatives- Overseas
7.4.





In December 2007, Congress passed, and the President approved, Title XIII of the Energy
Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA). EISA provided the legislative support for
DOE’s smart grid activities and reinforced its role in leading and coordinating national grid
modernization efforts.
Smart grids received further support with the passage of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009, which set aside $11 billion for the creation of a smart grid.
As of end-March 2012, the Smart Grid Investment Grant program (SGIG) had provided close
to $3 billion for smart metering, $1 billion for electricity systems, and roughly a half billion
dollars each for electric transmission and customer systems. More than 10.8 million smart
meters--8 percent of all electricity meters in the United States--have been newly installed in
the program, and 287 networked phasor measurement units (PMUs).

7.5.










Germany

E-Energy – The Internet of Energy initiative.
6 pilot projects in 6 regions.
Govt mandated all buildings to be equipped with Smart Meters from 2010 and Demand
Response program from 2011.
Smart Grid investment by 2020 estimated at €40 B.

7.7.


China

As the leading player in the construction of the smart grid in China, the SGCC has played a
positive role in carrying out pilot projects by means of independent investment and public
tendering. It is estimated that the SGCC will invest a total of 1 trillion Chinese Yuan ($100.8
billion) by 2020 across the three phases of its power grid plan.
In 2010 Beijing Electric Power Company worked together with Shenzhen State Power
Technology Communication Co., Ltd. to establish a pilot project in Shunyi Hua Zhong Yuan
Resort with a smart grid of five energy sources, including natural gas, solar power, battery,
grid-connected inverter, and electric power.

7.6.




USA

Japan

Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) announced a recovery plan which includes the
installation of 17 million smart meters in households by 2018 and 27 million meters for all
residential customers by 2023.
METI emphasizes measures to smart grid-related technology developments and
demonstration projects. For example, METI has a budget of 12.6 billion Yen (USD 157
million) in 2012 for large- scale demonstration projects, the “Smart
Community Demonstration” in four cities in Japan. In addition, 8.9 billion Yen (USD 111
million) in 2012 is reserved for the development of stable power grids by utilizing advanced
technologies.

8. How Does Smart Grid Benefit Different Stakeholders?
Various stakeholder groups will benefit from the smart grid in different ways:
Fig: Benefit Analysis of Smart Grid on Various Stakeholders
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Improved system reliability
Individual control over energy use and monthly bills
Customers are transformed from passive “ratepayers” to active,
engaged participants in electricity markets.
A more reliable grid will limit the risk of outages.
A smart grid will provide additional benefits from more detailed
information and better reliability.
A smart grid will allow large customers to integrate their
production, storage and efficiency investments easily into
wholesale market operations.
State governments can benefit from higher reliability and lower
duration of outages.
Greater information and control over the distribution system will
also allow grid operators to assist with emergency situations, such
as fires and storms, by turning off power selectively or by restoring
power faster and more efficiently.
State governments are also consumers of electricity and can take
advantage of the consumer-related benefits of smart grids.
Environmental benefits.
Grid operators will benefit from direct cost reductions, enhanced
system reliability, and higher customer satisfaction.
More efficient deployment of field staff as a result of better
information on grid conditions.
Improvement in efficiency of billing, customer connections, and
many other utility processes.
Reductions in working capital needs & bad debt expenses
Reduction in theft and energy losses.
Improved and more efficient customer service, more efficient
planning and maintenance of the system, and more efficient use of
back office resources.

9. Smart Grid Projects in India
9.4.

Running/Implemented

Fig: Major Initiatives taken for Smart Grid Implementation in India
Location
Bengaluru
(Karnataka)

Implementing
Agency
BESCOM

Details
The USAID, Ministry of Power, the Central Power Research
Institute, and Bangalore Electricity Supply Company have
come together for a pilot project in Electronic City to cover

Gurgaon
(Haryana)

TERI

Delhi

NDPL

around 17,500 domestic and business users.
A smart micro grid designed for renewable energy sources has
also been commissioned at TERI’s Gurgaon campus with the
MNRE.
The U.S. Trade and Development Agency extended NDPL a
grant of USD 0.6 million for a smart grid project in northwest
Delhi intended to reduce blackouts and increase reliability.

Kolkata (West
Bengal)

WBSEDCL

Maharashtra

MSEDCL

Mangalore
(Karnataka)

MESCOM

Kerala

KEPCO

Hyderabad

9.5.

SA Habitat and
Valence Energy:

First of its kind Smart Grid pilot in India that will pin-point
power theft or unauthorized consumption in real-time basis.
The Maharashtra project includes GIS based indexing and
asset mapping (ArcFM), GIS network analysis based on
distribution management system (DMS) on a Web-based
platform. The project is part of the R-APDRP.
initiated this project in December 2010 with the following
objectives – load management and real-time metering for
each of 250 installations, including industrial, residential, and
street lighting.
Kepco Knowledge, Data & Network, an affiliate of stateowned Korea Electric Power Corp, is developing an IT system
to prevent energy theft and increase efficiency of energy
supply.
This distributed generation project is located in Hyderabad
(2009) and involves roof-top solar micro-grid.

Upcoming/Proposed

ISGTF has shortlisted 14 Smart Grid pilot projects for Power Distribution segment on January 2013 as
compared to the 8 planned initially, the number of projects have been increased to expand the
scope of these pilots to reflect diversity in project profiles. The projects will receive fund under the
R-APDRP and a matching financial support from the states.
Fig: List of 14 shortlisted smart grid pilot projects by ISGTF
S.No.

Utility Name

1
CESC (Karnataka)
2
Andhra Pradesh
CPDCL

Area Proposed

Functionality Proposed

Mysore
Additional City
area
Jeedimetla
suburb of
Hyderabad

AMI, outage management, peak
load management, microgrid
and distributed generation

21800

AMI, outage management, peak
load management and power
quality management

11900

3
Assam PDCL

Guwahati

Gujarat VCL

Naroda and
Deesa

Maharashtra
SEDCL

Baramati in the
Pune district

4

5

AMI, outage management, peak
load management, power
quality management and
distributed generation
AMI, outage management, peak
load management and power
quality management
AMI and outage management

Initial Consumer
Base

15000

39400
25600

6
7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14

Haryana BVN
Tripura SECL

Panipat
Agartala

Himachal
Pradesh SEB

NAHAN

Puducherry
electricity
department
JVVNL
(Rajasthan)
Chattisgarh
SPDCL
Punjab SPCL
Kerala SEB
West Bengal
SEDCL

AMI and peak load management
AMI and peak load management
AMI, outage management, peak
load management and power
quality management

30500
46000
650 (industrial)

Puducherry

AMI

87000

Jaipur

AMI and peak load management

2600

Siltara

AMI

500(industrial)

Amritsar

Outage Management
AMI

9000
25000(Industrial)

AMI and peak load management

4400

Siliguri town in
the Darjeeling
district

Source: ISGTF

10.

Barriers to Implementation

The barriers to implementing the so-called smart grid in India are much the same as those that have
stymied power sector reform ever since market liberalization was first announced nearly 20 years
ago. The problems that afflict India’s power sector are many and serious, and are very well known to
policy makers, industry experts and, indeed, the general public.
Mainly seven barriers are holding back the implementation of smart grids; none of which are
insurmountable. The paramount issue is a regulatory framework that is out of sync with today’s
industry needs and society’s broader environmental objectives.
Fig: Barriers to Smart Grid Implementation

Barriers
Political and
Regulatory

Technology maturity
and delivery risk

Business case
Lack of awareness
Poor financial health
of utilities

Details
In many cases, utilities do not get as far as a business case for the smart
grid as there are regulatory and policy barriers in place that either
create reverse incentives or fail to create sufficient positive incentives
for private sector investment.
Technologies have significant technology risks associated with them
because agreed standards have not emerged. In addition, there are only
a handful of examples of large scale implementation of more than
50,000 premises and therefore there continues to be significant
delivery risk priced in to the estimates.
Where policy-makers and utility executives are aware of the role that
smart grids can play, they are often unable to make the business case
for smart grid investments.
There is lack of awareness among stakeholders about the role of smart
grids in enabling a low-carbon future.
In India, the debt burden utilities find it difficult to invest in Smart grid
initiatives.

Skills and knowledge
Cyber Security

11.








In the longer term, a shortfall is expected in critical skills that will be
required to architect and build smart grids.
Digital communication networks and more granular and frequent
Information on consumption patterns raise concerns in some quarters of
cyber-insecurity and potential for misuse of private data.

Immediate Way Forward

Regulatory changes to support dynamic pricing
Time of Use pricing mechanism to be worked upon and finalized
Replacement of ageing assets
To encourage consumer engagement both in communicating effectively with the consumer
and in delivering high quality implementation
To develop a communication infrastructure supporting Smart Grid activities at subtransmission and distribution level required
Challenges around data privacy, cyber security and inter-operability need to be dealt by
creating and adopting appropriate standards in the respective fields
Assessing and prioritization of benefits from AMI (smart meter) through use-cases.

